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Town of Middlebury 1 

Economic Health Task Force 2 

Minutes of Meeting 3 

June 19, 2017 4 

 5 

ANTENDEES:  Heather Seeley, Robin Scheu, Nancy Malcolm, Nick Artim, Dan Brown, R.J. Adler and Bill 6 

Townsend (arrived late).  ABSENT:  Courtney Debisschop, Matt Curran and David Cole. 7 

 8 

Also present:  Town Manager Kathleen Ramsay  9 

 10 

Call to Order 11 

 12 

The meeting was called to order at 5:05 p.m. by Chair Heather Seeley. 13 

 14 

Approval of Agenda 15 

 16 

The agenda was approved as presented upon motion by Malcolm, seconded by Adler.   17 

 18 

Approval of June 5, 2017 Minutes 19 

 20 

Adler moved to approve the minutes of June 5, 2017, and Malcolm seconded the motion, however, 21 

there were not enough members present to approve them so they delayed approval.    22 

 23 

Develop Recommendations for Selectboard 24 

 25 

Nick Artim spoke first, and said he had spoke with David Cole and looked at all the information from 26 

the survey, the White Paper and when the MBDF began, and he found a series of tasks that economic 27 

development requires and he broke these tasks into three tiers.     He said Tier 1 would be the first 28 

point of contact, the person providing initial information and identifying emerging opportunities.   Tier 29 

1 would also respond to business emergencies, such as sudden closings like Connor Homes.  Artim said 30 

this person could be a dedicated Town staff person, a full or part-time independent person, a rotating 31 

volunteer person or an organization, such as BMP. 32 

 33 

Artim said Tier 2 is the governance of Tier 1 - a small group of “connected individuals” with multi-roles.  34 

This group is one who the Point Person would refer new business inquiries to for help identifying 35 

opportunities.  He said this group would also monitor the Tier 1 person to make sure that job was 36 

being done properly.   Artim saw this as a small group, someone from the highest level of the Town, an 37 
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individual of the business community and the College, who would meet with these businesses and then 38 

reach out to the various specialists needed. 39 

 40 

Seeley said she was unclear on how it would work with an independent person and how it would be 41 

funded.  Artim said this was up for discussion, but it could be funded by tax dollars combined with 42 

other funds.   Seeley said she was concerned about an independent position, since the one thing that 43 

concerned her with the current position is lack of oversight, and she thought it sounded too similar to 44 

what we had with the MBDF.  Scheu also thought it wasn’t any different than what was happening 45 

already at ACEDC, so felt it was redundant.  46 

 47 

Seeley read an e-mail from David Cole, who could not be at the meeting, stating that he is adamant the 48 

Town stays involved in economic development.  He supports his recommendation from the last 49 

meeting to have a “help desk” and entrepreneur ecosystem, and feels funding these programs is worth 50 

the risk.  Cole is not in support of using the MBDF funds to update infrastructure or to augment other 51 

agencies loan programs.  He feels these funds can be used best by facilitating earlier stage economic 52 

activity, without being a grant of gift to individual ventures. 53 

 54 

There was some confusion and discussion over what Cole meant by not using MBDF funds to augment 55 

other agencies.  Adler thought it was in response to an idea he proposed at the last meeting, and Scheu 56 

thought he was confused by what ACEDC is proposing with the Town now, which is ACEDC 57 

administering Town owned and controlled funds.  58 

 59 

Seeley also read an e-mail from Coutney Debisschop, who felt there should be a part or full-time 60 

person to help solve some of the problems identified by the Task Force and this person should answer 61 

to the Selectboard. 62 

 63 

Scheu said she had met with both Nancy Malcolm and Matt Curran in two separate meetings, and they 64 

all agreed the Town should not be directly involved with economic development activities, but rather 65 

support it through policies and procedures, the wording in the Town Plan and website.  She felt there 66 

were better ways for the Town to be more business friendly and to be better at communicating this 67 

such as the website and marketing materials.   68 

 69 

Scheu said their first recommendation is to not add the $0.01 onto the tax rate again.  They were also 70 

concerned about the legal ramifications of the Town hiring a position very similar to the one recently 71 

eliminated. 72 

(Bill Townsend entered the meeting at this time.) 73 
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Scheu said they felt the Town should focus on marketing Middlebury, and felt the Town Website was a 74 

key driver for business support in Middlebury and could serve as the “help desk”.  She said people go 75 

on-line now days and recommend the Town website be revised to have a business support section, 76 

with links to other websites, permit information on the next steps, and other helpful information.   She 77 

said they also felt a simple brochure should be available.   Scheu said they also felt that offering a 78 

pedestrian walkway on Main Street (similar to Church Street) once in a way would be a good way to 79 

promote the downtown. 80 

Scheu said they also felt the majority of the remaining MBDF funds should go into the establishment of 81 

a Revolving Loan Fund (RLF).  She said there are also some funds available from a prior CDBG program, 82 

so the addition of the MBDF funds would make a sizable RLF for the Town.  These would be Town 83 

owned funds, administered by ACEDC who already has the system in place to administer the fund.  84 

Scheu said the remainder of the funds could go towards expanding the website and developing a 85 

brochure. 86 

Scheu also said they wanted the Town to think beyond a parking garage when looking at a TIF, and 87 

perhaps look at using it for housing or some other project.  She recommends the Town invite Fred 88 

Kenney, who runs the State TIF program, to come and speak to the Planning Commission and 89 

Selectboard on how the process works and the types of projects, timeline and expected staff cost 90 

needed to run the program. Town Manager Ramsay said that Kenney was already scheduled to come 91 

to a Selectboard meeting.   Scheu said they also discussed using the excess money in the Local Option 92 

Tax fund, over what it costs for the bridge maintenance, to fund infrastructure projects; however, 93 

criteria would need to be developed for this.   She said the Town should do what it does best and do it 94 

in a business supportive way. 95 

Malcolm said they wanted to be realistic about what the Town does and doesn’t have, and it’s hard to 96 

recruit business when we don’t have the housing or the childcare services to support it.  She thought if 97 

the base needs were there, then the businesses would come. 98 

 99 

Adler asked for more explanation on a revolving loan fund.  Scheu said other towns in the county have 100 

them, and the money comes after a town has been part of a CBDG loan program for an economic 101 

development project, and when the loan is paid back the Town keeps ½ the money and the other ½ 102 

goes back to the State.  These revolving loan funds can be used to help businesses that want to expand 103 

or for start-ups with low interest loans, and as the loans are paid back the money goes back into the 104 

revolving funds.  There was further discussion on how these funds work. 105 

 106 

Malcolm said she thought the Middlebury economic development position was created originally 107 

because ACEDC was a county organization, not specific to Middlebury’s needs.  Malcolm asked how we 108 

could be sure that Middlebury’s needs would be met by ACEDC.  Scheu said most of the counties 109 
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businesses are in Middlebury, so about 80% of their work is for Middlebury.  Malcolm thought it could 110 

work if the Town does their part on marketing the town.  Adler didn’t think it would be a problem, and 111 

we don’t live in a bubble, so anything that helps Addison County helps Middlebury. 112 

 113 

There was further discussion on the staffing needed to do the website and marketing and where do 114 

the funds come from to keep things updated after the remaining MBDF funds are gone.  Brown 115 

pointed out you can’t just develop a website and not market the website, and he doesn’t recommend a 116 

staff person does it, he thinks it should be a professional who knows how to market the site and this 117 

could cost $10-15,000 per year. 118 

 119 

Seeley had some concerns regarding the suggestion of the pedestrian walkway downtown, and 120 

thought it was a good idea for certain events, but not as a part of economic development.  She also 121 

didn’t see how a TIF could be used to fund more childcare, unless it was as part of a building project. 122 

 123 

There was a lengthy discussion on getting businesses interested in Middlebury and how to attract them 124 

when we don’t have the housing or childcare needed.  Townsend said most of the existing businesses 125 

in the area are here because it was in their personal interest.  He said a business owner may have a 126 

connection to the area, so the town needs to be in a position to accommodate their business if they 127 

chose to locate here, and there is a difference between actively recruiting and  passively recruiting. 128 

 129 

Seeley still felt an additional Town staff person is needed for the website, and there was debate about 130 

hiring staff or hiring a website service to create and maintain a website. 131 

 132 

Artim said it needs to be decided if we are actively or passively going to market Middlebury.  He said 133 

active marketing is what the MBDF did, by actively recruiting new businesses to expand the tax base, 134 

whereas passive marketing is relying on fate, but have everything in place so when a business does 135 

come here we’re ready for it. 136 

 137 

Townsend said in order to have success, this has to be manageable, tangible and focused.  He 138 

recommends going with the Revolving Loan Fund and use the extra income from the bridge funds to do 139 

infrastructure projects.  He thinks there should be a committee with Selectboard representation, to 140 

review loan applications for the ACEDC to administer, and they could also vet and prioritize 141 

infrastructure projects.  He does not feel it would be money well spent to hire more staff or a website 142 

service.  Townsend felt they should come out with a tangible recommendation, and not something 143 

general,  like to do more with website, marketing and zoning. 144 

 145 

Seeley suggested having a committee that would meet and review economic indicators annually and 146 

look at trends and make adjustments and priorities based on this review.  Townsend said if there was a 147 
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committee that was structured like the ACEDC loan committee, then this committee would review loan 148 

applications and by default, become the Economic Development Committee, and they could review 149 

the economic indicators without having a separate committee. 150 

 151 

Brown asked what the College’s role was in all this.  Scheu said the College isn’t going to be 152 

contributing money to the efforts, but they can be partners in some way.   There was a discussion on 153 

various ways the College could contribute, such as through summer intern positions. 154 

 155 

The Task Force discussed how to wrap up all that had been discussed and to combine the best of all the 156 

recommendations into a recommendation for the Selectboard.  It was felt that one more meeting was 157 

necessary.    158 

 159 

Scheu mentioned that ACEDC was holding a Business and Financial Assistance Forum in the Town 160 

Offices on Tuesday, June 29th, that will cover all types of business subjects.    Malcolm mentioned an 161 

article in VtDigger by local economics expert, Steve Terry, on Vermont’s economic future. 162 

 163 

The Task Force agreed to move forward with revising the recommendations that Malcolm, Curren and 164 

Scheu had prepared.   Scheu and Seeley will work on combining and finalizing the recommendations, 165 

and Seeley will get this out to the Task Force with enough time for them to review before the next 166 

meeting.  The Task Force agreed to meet at 8:45 a.m. on Thursday, July 6th, with the intent to finalize 167 

the recommendations for the Selectboard.  168 

 169 

Approval of June 5, 2017 Minutes 170 

 171 

Malcolm moved to approve the minutes of June 5, 2017 as submitted, and Adler seconded the motion.  172 

The motion carried with 6 in favor, 1 abstention (Brown) and 3 absent. 173 

 174 

The meeting adjourned shortly after 7:00 p.m. 175 

 176 

Respectfully submitted, 177 

Beth Dow 178 


